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Abstract: We report a versatile guided-wave approach for engineering high-quality polar-
ization entanglement at telecom wavelengths. This scheme enables manipulating photonic
bandwidths ranging from 25 MHz to 1 THz, and creating any two-photon state.
OCIS codes: 270.5565, 060.5565, 190.4390.
1. Entanglement forquantum network applications at telecom wavelengths
Entanglement is a key resource for fundamental tests of quantum physics as well as for modern quantum information
protocols [1], including quantum cryptography [2], quantum relays [3] and repeaters [4].
The association of standard low-loss optical fibers and reliable guided-wave components make it possible to create
and distribute photonic entanglement in the telecom C-band of wavelengths (1530-1565nm). In addition, entanglement
can be easily produced by spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) in nonlinear crystals. Usual observables
are time-bin and polarization, the latter being easier to manipulate, thanks to simple experimental apparatus, real-time
fiber birefringence compensation, and the natural design of heralded quantum memories for this observable [5].
Today’s quantum network applications follow two main routes. On one hand, utilizing the full spectral bandwidth
of the paired photons created by SPDC enables dense wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) quantum cryptog-
raphy [2]. On the other hand, adapting the photonic spectral bandwidths to the absorption bandwidths of currently
developed quantum memory devices opens the way to quantum storage applications. More specifically here, tele-
com photons are used to create and distribute, and quantum memories to store, entanglement [4]. Compared to the
∼1 THz bandwidth generally available from SPDC, quantum memory spectral acceptances range from a few MHz
(cold atoms [5, 6]) to a few GHz (solid-state devices [7, 8] or hot atomic vapors [9]).
In the following, we discuss a versatile polarization entangling scheme based on a birefringent delay line (BDL) that
can be applied to photon bandwidths raging from 25 MHz to 1 THz. We demonstrate such a versatility by violating,
by large amounts, the Bell inequalities for 3 different bandwidths: 25 MHz, 500 MHz, and 100 GHz.
2. A fully guided-wave approach towards manipulating polarization two-photon states
2.1. Engineering polarization entangled states using a fiber birefringence delay line
The setup of the the source is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Starting with a waveguide photon-pair generator, the spectral bandwidth
can be chosen at will using a filter (stage 1). Polarization entanglement is engineered using a BDL
(stage 2). The entanglement quality is measured with a standard Bell test apparatus (stage 3) oriented
in the diagonal basis for the measurement results presented in Fig. 2 [10].
A highly efficient type-0 PPLN waveguide is pumped by a stabilized 780 nm laser (stage 1). Here, vertically polar-
ized (|V1,V2〉) paired photons are produced by SPDC at 1560 nm, and collected by a single mode fibre. At this stage no
polarization entanglement is available. In order to engineer entanglement, the paired photons are rotated to diagonal
states (|D1,D2〉) using a polarization controller (PC) and sent to the BDL (stage 2). More precisely, the |D1,D2〉 paired
photons are sent to an actively stabilised unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer arrangement made of two fiber po-
larising beam splitters (f-PBS) and polarization maintaining fibers. In this particular realisation, the path length differ-
ence is of 18 m, meaning that the |H〉 polarization component is delayed by 76 ns compared to the |V 〉 counterpart. Via
post-selection of simultaneously exiting photons, the polarization entangled state |Φ(φ)〉= 1√2
(|H1,H2〉+ eiφ |V1,V2〉
)
is obtained. More generally, note that the probability amplitudes and the phase φ of the state are easily accessible by
controlling the input polarization state and by fine tuning of the fiber length of the BDL, respectively. Therefore, any
state of the form α|H1,H2〉+ eiφ β |V1,V2〉 can be achieved, including the four maximally entangled Bell states.
2.2. Key features of the source
The time separation of 76 ns between the |H,H〉 and |V,V 〉 components of the state enables filtering the paired photons
down to a bandwidth of 25 MHz, which corresponds to a coherence time of 18 ns. This makes our configuration
versatile in the sense that the bandwidth can be chosen at will between 25 MHz and 2 THz (natural emission bandwidth
of our crystal). To demonstrate this versatility, we take advantage of 3 different filters, i.e. of 100 GHz (standard
telecom-channel WDM), 540 MHz, and 25 MHz. The first filter is rather broad, but can be advantageously utilized
for dense-WDM quantum cryptography applications. The two narrower ones are adapted to quantum storage, since
they match the absorption bandwidths of some solid-state (∼100 MHz) and cold-atom (∼10 MHz) based quantum
memories, respectively. Note that these are phase-shifted fiber Bragg grating filters.
2.3. Measured entanglement quality and brightness
The source quality is measured by violating the Bell inequalities using a standard apparatus (half waveplate + PBS
(stage 3)). As shown in Fig. 2, net visibilities close to unity (> 99%) are obtained, for the 3 filters, when the measure-
ment apparatus is set in the diagonal basis and the phase φ in the BDL is scanned over 2pi . These results are signatures
of very high-quality entangled states and indicate the relevance of our approach. Moreover, the brightness achieved
with this source is of ∼300 pairs created/(s ·mW ·MHz), which stands for, together with the entanglement quality, to
a new state-of-the-art reference [10].
To render the source compatible with current quantum memories, the wavelength of the photons can be converted
coherently from the telecom to the visible range [6,11], where most quantum memories operate. Our approach should
therefore play an important role in future quantum network applications combining telecom photons, quantum memo-
ries, and, depending on the memory devices, wavelength converters. With broader bandwidths (∼100 GHz), our source
can also be applied to dense-WDM, entanglement-based, quantum cryptography using the standard ITU telecom chan-
nels. Eventually, this source is also versatile in the sense that it can produce any of the four Bell states using the phase
control in the BDL and an additional half waveplate placed on the path of one of the output photons.
Fig. 2. Violations of the Bell inequalities when performing a phase scan in the diagonal basis show-
ing Vnet > 99% for the 3 filters. Note that comparable visibilities are also obtained when performing
standard Bell inequality measurements for the polarization observable [10].
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